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The Japanese people have an extensive range of customs, rituals, and forms of etiquette for all aspects of their lives.
These forms of etiquette are not only interesting for non-Japanese but also open our eyes to the fact that despite the
huge strides Japan has made in terms of modern-day advancement in technologies, the age-old customs and traditions
are still a deeply-embedded part of their society. They revere and respect their customs, traditions, and other forms of
etiquette and expect people visiting from other countries to do so too. Similarly, the Japanese people are equally
respectful of other people's traditions, customs, and etiquette and work hard to understand them so that they don't make
a mistake when they visit other countries. Taking a page out of their etiquette book, it makes a lot of sense to learn about
the Japanese forms of etiquette so that we can be prepared to do the right thing at the right time in the right place when
we travel to Japan. Moreover, knowing about the culture of another country is a fabulous way of opening our minds and
celebrating world differences. With the etiquette tips in this book, you will be able to handle the expectations of the
courteous and polite people of Japan in terms of good behaviour and manners. Most of the people are happy to welcome
guests and tourists with open arms and will be even more obliged to do their best to make your stay in their country
happy and worthwhile if you show an effort to replicate their etiquette norms and requirements. What are you waiting for?
Get this book and start learning today!
The growing globalization of world business, culture and communication—and Japan's increasingly important role as a
leader in that world—makes understanding Japanese culture critical for business people, diplomats, students, educators
and anyone else with an interest in Japan. Westerners have recognized—and analyzed—the many unique aspects of
Japanese culture since they first set foot in Japan in the 16th century. The special talents (and weaknesses) that
characterize the Japanese way of life are by now well-documented. But few Westerners really understand the beliefs and
values that underlie how the Japanese think and act, how and why these attributes have been preserved in Japanese
culture from ancient times through the modern day, or the critical role they play in today's Japanese society. In Japan
Unmasked veteran Japanologist and author Boye Lafayette De Mente explores the social, cultural, and psychological
characteristics responsible for the unique nature of modern-day Japanese culture— the real "face" behind the "mask"—and
demonstrates how they have brought the Japanese to their central role on the world stage.
This is the first book to explain in detail why the Japanese think and behave as they do. In Japan: A Guide to Traditions,
Customs and Etiquette veteran Japanologist Boye Lafayette De Mente unlocks the mysteries of Kata — the cultural forms
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that shape and define Japanese etiquette, character and world view. These forms are responsible for creating the unique
traits and talents which distinguish the Japanese people. Kata governs virtually all interactions in Japan and remains the
key to understanding Japanese customs, business etiquette and daily communication. In seventy short, clear essays
ranging from "The Art of Bowing" and "Importance of the Apology" to "The Compulsion for Quality" and "Exchanging
Name Cards," De Mente unravels the complexities of Japanese culture by exploring the origin, nature, use and influence
of Kata in Japanese life. By virtually delving into Japanese history and the collective Japanese psyche, readers will
experience the modern expressions of this ancient culture and specific way of thinking.
Super Cheap Hokkaido is the perfect companion for a budget holiday to Sapporo and the surrounding Hokkaido
prefecture. A follow-up to the bestselling Super Cheap Japan guidebook, this book will show you exactly how, where and
when you can save money on your trip. Spend next to nothing drinking local beer in Sapporo, relax in free hot springs,
spend a cheap day’s hiking in the mountains or stuff yourself on inexpensive, yet super fresh sushi and sashimi; it’s all
here in this amazing travel guide. Inside the Super Cheap Hokkaido guide book: - Budget food - comprehensive listings
of low-cost restaurants, take-outs, cheap roadside stations and supermarkets, so you’ll always be able to eat on the
cheap - Budget shopping - 100 yen ($1) shops, how and where to go tax-free shopping, all the best attraction discounts
and free sample hotspots - Color maps for budget travelers, making it easy and stress-free to get around - Highlights and
itineraries for those with a rental car or people using discount train passes, so you can keep costs down while exploring
all across Hokkaido - Essential help for budget travelers - free tours, simple to understand directions, simplified
transportation maps and basic Japanese phrases to help you get better prices on your trip - Cheap accommodation - the
best and cheapest hostels, family-friendly hotels, campsites, mountain lodges, capsule hotels and net cafesGuides to
Sapporo, Niseko, Furano, Otaru, Biei, Hakodate, Matsumae Castle, the Daisetsuzan National Park, Lake Mashu,
Shiretoko National Park, Abashiri and much more The Super Cheap Hokkaido travel book is perfect for backpackers,
budget travelers, families on a tight budget, students and those who are new to Hokkaido. Explore this spectacular island
while keeping your bank balance happy!Also consider Super Cheap Japan for a guide to Japan’s highlights on the main
island of Honshu and Super Cheap Tokyo for the capital and Kanto region.
Navigating Japan's Business Culture: A Practical Guide to Succeeding in the Japanese Market delivers clear, specific
information to help executives understand and successfully navigate the numerous obstacles that confronted when
foreign companies do business in Japan. Unlike "cultural intelligence" books that describe Japanese social etiquette, this
book goes straight to the cultural values and social customs entwined in Japanese capitalism that make their capitalism
so different from Western capitalism--and therefore can become stumbling blocks for gaining success in the Japanese
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market. Readers will come away with specific guidance on how to negotiate successfully with your Japanese partner
ensure your business will endure for the long term in that market know your Japanese counterpart is telling you "no"
when it sounds very much like "yes" capitalize on deeply held Japanese cultural traits in a way to benefit both your
company and your partner's company create good business practices that will strengthen your business by drawing on
the strong values of Japanese management styles and employee work ethic and much more This book is filled with pageturning practical wisdom from communication goals to negotiating, from product selection for the Japanese market to
distribution services, and from management to sales. Azar provides valuable direction by Identifying Japan's culturebased differences in management and business practices to alert Western businesses of these differences Explaining
and linking these practices to their cultural roots so that they may be understood in their correct cultural context
Delivering guidance for dealing with these differences to create strong, successful, long-term partnerships with their
Japanese counterparts. Ignore the important cultural differences highlighted in this book at your own business risk if you
are working in or plan to enter the Japanese market. The case studies the author includes underscores the wisdom
shared throughout the book. This book will be of interest to and benefit three groups of readers: individuals with
professional interests in Japan, such as those in business and government those with an academic interest in Japan,
such as teachers and students of both Japanese business and culture the culturally curious and globally minded who are
interested in the many diverse cultures that enrich our world
The Complete Guide to Japanese Etiquette for Visitors to the Beautiful CountryJapan is a wonderful place that everyone
should visit at one point in their lives.If you want to know the ins and outs of the fantastic country and walk among the
people as if you were one of them, then this book is exactly what you needIf you want to know everything about
Japanese life from the art of bowing all the way to knowing how to hold your chopsticks, then look no further.Japanese
Etiquette for Tourists:Walks you through the history of etiquette in Japan and helps you understand the importance of it in
modern societyTalks you through what will be expected of you during your trip to Japan so you don't feel left out or
confusedHelps you avoid social ostracizationEnsures that your trip to Japan is not only more enjoyable, but the
memories you make there will all be happy and fun filled instead of embarrassing.Enriches your social skills not only in
Japan but across other cultures as wellYou will be a different understanding about social interaction when you are done
with this book If you're ready to improve your social skills and enjoy the tranquil and colorful life of Japan, then buy
Japanese Etiquette for Tourists now. It's up to you to take action and reep the rewards waiting for you.
Etiquette Guide to Japan offers an inside look at the social norms of the Japanese-when to bow, how to propose a toast,
when to pay the bill, the careful art of gift-giving, how to deal with public transportation, dating, weddings, funerals, and
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last, but not least, how to say good-bye at the end of your stay. If you want to save yourself from possible embarrassment
during your stay in Japan, you will find the Etiquette Guide to Japan to be a much-needed companion.
Farewell to faux pas! South Korea is one of the greatest economic success stories of the past 60 years, and more and
more Westerners are traveling to this bustling, modern country for business and pleasure. But no matter why you visit, an
understanding of Korea's etiquette and culture is essential to an enjoyable and successful trip. With Etiquette Guide to
Korea, you'll never need to worry about making an embarrassing mistake—this authoritative guide covers everything the
courteous traveler needs to know, including the importance of names and how to use them, shaking hands versus
bowing, table manners for celebrations and everyday meals, and how to negotiate in Korea. Also included are invaluable
lists of Korean vocabulary and helpful phrases, making this book the most important item you can pack for your trip or
extended stay in Korea.
Japanese Business Culture and Practices presents detailed insights and descriptions on the proper ways to conduct business with
contemporary Japanese. It focuses on the traditional and nontraditional business-related practices, including the internal mechanisms of
promotion and decision-making in Japanese corporations. From advice on how to avoid cultural misunderstandings and how to develop trust
with Japanese colleagues, readers will gain insights on how to communicate, negotiate, entertain, and socialize with Japanese as well as the
minutiae of correct behavior. Using linguistic examples to facilitate how Japanese themselves view their work environment, authors Isao
Takei and Jon P. Alston describe the social etiquette and protocols Japanese expect all foreigners to adopt in order to successfully conduct
business. With a glossary of terms and practical real-life experiences, this is an essential guide for anyone who wants to forge deeper
business relationships with Japanese.
"Manners and Mischief is a cohesive, stimulating volume. Reading these essays and the editors' enlightening introduction was a joy: I learned
a great deal, smiled and laughed with uncommon regularity, and marveled at the quality of this remarkable collection." -William M. Tsutsui,
author of Godzilla on My Mind "This book is full of fascinating insights. Well-written and often witty, it captures a detailed snapshot of
Japanese society in the early 21st century. I would say this is the most insightful book on modern Japan I have read in years." -Liza Dalby,
anthropologist and novelist
Don't just see the sights—get to know the people. The Japanese people have always seen themselves as a nation uniquely apart. Their
exquisite art forms and elegant culture, military prowess and technological precision, have long been the envy of friend and foe alike. Today,
even as Japan adapts to a rapidly changing world, its traditional culture and consensus-based philosophy have proved remarkably resilient.
Culture Smart! Japan will broaden your perception and understanding of this complex, rich, and dynamic society. It will guide you through
modern Japan s shifting social and cultural maze, and equip you with the tools to avoid the pitfalls of cultural misunderstanding. It provides
practical tips and invaluable insights into people s attitudes and behavior to help make your visit a more meaningful and successful
experience. Have a richer and more meaningful experience abroad through a better understanding of the local culture. Chapters on history,
values, attitudes, and traditions will help you to better understand your hosts, while tips on etiquette and communicating will help you to
navigate unfamiliar situations and avoid faux pas.
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"This portrait of Japanese country life reminds us that at its core, a happy and healthy life is based on the bonds of food, family, tradition,
community, and the richness of nature" —John Einarsen, Founding Editor and Art Director of Kyoto Journal What would it be like to move to
Japan, leaving everyone you know behind, to become part of a traditional Japanese household? At Home in Japan tells an extraordinary true
story of a foreign woman who goes through an amazing transformation, as she makes a move from a suburban lifestyle in California to a new
life, living in Japan. She dedicates 30 years of her life as a housewife, custodian and chatelaine of a 350–year–old farmhouse in rural Japan.
This astonishing book traces a circular path from were Rebecca began, to living under Japanese customs, from the basic day to day details
of life in the house and village, through relationships with family, neighbors and the natural and supernatural entities with which the family
shares the house. Rebecca Otowa then focuses on her inner life, touching on some of the pivotal memories of her time in Japan, the lessons
in perception that Japan has taught her and the ways in which she has been changed by living in Japan. An insightful and compelling read, At
Home in Japan is a beautifully written and illustrated reminiscence of a once simple life made extraordinary.
For first-time visitors and seasoned gourmets alike, Japan Eats! is an entertaining guide to the pleasures and pitfalls of dining in Japan—with
hilarious insights and tips not found in other books. Whether it's the proper technique for holding chopsticks or the etiquette of slurping soup,
author Betty Reynolds reassures the bewildered and includes mini-lessons on how to read the curtains at the entrance, the menus on the
wall, and even the signs on the bathroom doors! What are uni sea urchins and how do you eat them? What are "dancing shrimp"? What is
the difference between tonkatsu and takoyaki? Do you pick them up with your fingers? Which sauce to use? And just what is in that sauce?
From world-famous sushi to fatally attractive fugu, it's all explained clearly and humorously in this sketchbook filled with charming full-color
illustrations and insightful texts. So don't be intimidated—dive in! You are bound to have endless food adventures in Japan. This book shows
you how.
This guide to common courtesy, acceptable behavior, and manners is essential for any visitor to Japan. Japanese are unfailingly polite and
will never tell you if you've crossed the line. But by knowing how to act in every situation you'll gain the respect of your hosts and in the end
get even better service and enjoyment during your travels. Covered here are all the essentials—like travel, greetings, dining—plus subtle
niceties like tone of voice, body language, cell phone usage, city vs. country styles, and attire (and what to do about your tattoos!). The
author, a 25-year resident of Japan and tourist adviser who lives on the fabled Inland Sea, knows just what foreign visitors need and delivers
it in a smart, compact, and delightfully illustrated package for quick use and reference.
In Japan: A Guide to Traditions, Customs and Etiquette veteran Japanologist Boye Lafayette De Mente unlocks the mysteries of Kata — the
cultural forms that shape and define Japanese attitudes, behavior and character. These forms are responsible for creating the unique traits
and talents which distinguishes the Japanese people. Kata governs virtually all interactions in Japan and remains the key to understanding
Japanese business etiquette as well as daily communication. In seventy short, clear essays ranging from "The Art of Bowing" and
"Importance of the Apology" to "The Compulsion for Quality" and "Exchanging Name Cards", De Mente unravels the complexities of
Japanese culture and etiquette by exploring the origin, nature, use and influence of Kata in Japanese life. By virtually delving into Japanese
history and the collective Japanese psyche, readers will experience the modern expressions of this ancient culture and specific way of
thinking.
Super Cheap Japan is the ultimate budget travel guide to Japan, full of the most useful, up-to-date information for a cheap holiday in Japan.
With extensive tax-free shopping, crazily discounted train passes and an unbelievable exchange rate, Japan is the place to spend your next
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holiday. Unlike other guides, this book shows you exactly how, where and when you can save money. Go shopping for $4 clothes in Tokyo,
enjoy inexpensive hikes in Nikko, or visit Kyoto’s beautiful shrines and gardens on the cheap; all with this super helpful guide. Inside the
Super Cheap Japan guide book: - Budget food - eat for only a few dollars with comprehensive listings of low-cost restaurants, takeouts,
supermarkets and more - Budget shopping - 100-yen ($1) and 300-yen ($3) shops, cheap variety stores, free sample hotspots, tax-free
shopping, discount passes and coupons - Highlights and itineraries based on the best discount train or bus passes, so you can keep your
wallet happy while still having an amazing holiday - Hidden treasures - walking and cycling routes to cut down on train fares, cheap side trips
and free alternatives to crowded, overpriced spots - Essential help for budget travelers - expert travel tips, free tours, simple to understand
directions, translations for places that don’t have English support - Train and bus passes - local, regional and national passes, and info on
how to use them for additional savings at tourist hotspots - Cheap accommodation - the best and cheapest capsule hotels, net cafes,
overnight spas, hostels and campsites - Guides to spots such as Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka, Nara, Hiroshima, Mt Fuji, Miyajima, Himeji Castle,
Kobe, Yokohama, Kamakura, Nikko and Hakone, as well as great off-the-beaten-track places nearby What's new in this 2nd edition? Updates on attractions, accommodation, shops, restaurants and much more - New, highly detailed color maps for budget travelers, making it
even easier to get around - More transportation passes and updated information on the Japan Rail Pass - More itineraries, to make planning
as stress free as possible - New chapters, such as for the Toyosu Fish Market and Yanaka Super Cheap Japan is perfect for backpackers,
budget travelers, families on a tight budget, students and those who are new to Japan. Get the most out of this amazing country, without
burning a hole in your wallet!

Information and background for travelers and expatriates includes a brief history and description of the country, along with facts
about the food, language, culture, and pastimes to help the "shocked" function in society, business, and residence.
A concise guide for business people or tourists, Japanese Etiquette Today contains vital information for navigating tricky Japanese
social interactions. Japan today "looks" more and more Western, principles governing social and business relations become
harder to see. Most foreigners know that Japanese etiquette differs from that of other countries, but few people know the extent of
the differences. It is this diversity that first attracted the authors of Japanese Etiquette Today, a book written to make working and
living in Japan enjoyable and rewarding experiences. The authors look at a variety of formal and informal occasions governed by
subtle rules—visiting a Japanese office and home, giving and returning gifts, attending weddings and funerals, and much more. The
result is an informal overview of Japanese society and a manual of practical advice on getting a long in that society. Complete with
essential vocabulary and phrases, this handy guidebook explains what to do and perhaps more important what not to do, what to
say, what to wear, indeed, whatever you need to observe the complex rules of modern Japanese etiquette.
The Simple Guide to Japan's Customs and Etiquette will help you: -Gain an insider feel for the place; -Feel at home in the
company of Japanese people; -Avoid faux pas in conversation, in travelling, in personal relationship.
Farewell to faux pas! Minding your manners is an acquired skill, but what serves you well elsewhere could trip you up in Japan.
Save yourself possible embarrassment with Etiquette Guide to Japan. An inside look at Japanese social graces, it answers all the
questions of the thoughtful traveler. Extensive, specific information on Japanese business etiquette assists readers traveling to
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Japan for business. Although often overshadowed by a modern facade, long–standing traditional aspects of Japan's culture still
influence the country and almost everyone in it. Concrete evidence of this traditional culture can be seen everywhere—in the
ancient arts and crafts that are still important parts of everyday life, in the many shrines and temples that dot the nation, and in the
modern comeback of traditional fashions such as kimono and yakata robes. To many Western visitors, however, the most obvious
example of this traditional culture's strength is the unique etiquette of the Japanese. Like many nations, Japan has experienced
vast political, social, and economic change over the past century. But enough of Japan's traditional etiquette remains to set the
Japanese apart socially and psychologically, and to make success in socializing and doing business with them a special challenge
for Westerners. About this new version: This updated and expanded edition of the best-selling Japanese etiquette guide
addresses not just the puzzling protocols relating to name cards, bowing or shaking hands, bathrooms and public baths—but also
what to do when entertaining Japanese dinner guests, attending a Japanese tea ceremony, taking the subway, and much more! It
also provides the latest etiquette in mobile phone manners, texting, social media and other forms of digital communication. The
glossary at the back of the book has been revised to include the latest technology-related words and expressions used by
Japanese today. Two new chapters address the changing role of foreigners in the workplace and the contemporary business style
and etiquette used by the younger generation of Japanese who are now increasingly cosmopolitan—but still very Japanese!
This essential guide to Chinese etiquette will make embarrassing social blunders a thing of the past! Whether you're traveling to
China for business or pleasure, whether your stay will be long or short, your visit will be more pleasurable and effective if you
understand your host culture and how to work within it. This updated and expanded edition of the best-selling Chinese etiquette
guide on the market addresses not just the puzzling protocols relating to name cards, bowing or shaking hands, bathrooms and
public baths—but also what to do when entertaining Chinese dinner guests, attending a Chinese tea ceremony, taking the subway,
and much more! It also provides the latest etiquette in mobile phone manners, texting, social media and other forms of digital
communication. The glossary at the back of the book has been revised to include the latest technology-related words and
expressions used by China today. Two new chapters address the changing role of foreigners in the workplace and the
contemporary business style and etiquette used by the younger generation of China who are now increasingly cosmopolitan—but
still very Chinese! Etiquette Guide to China includes everything you need to know to be a successful, courteous traveler: Hand
gestures and body language How to address the Chinese Dining and restaurant manners Gift giving and celebration in China
Entering into and understanding business relationships How to behave in professional situations Dealing with China's political
culture The Chinese way of negotiating
Introduces the geography, history, religious beliefs, government, and people of Japan
In The Ikigai Journey, authors Hector Garcia and Francesc Miralles take their international bestseller Ikigai: the Japanese Secret
to a Long and Happy Life a step further by showing you how to find your own ikigai through practical exercises, such as employing
new habits and stepping outside your comfort zone. Ikigai is the place where our passion (what we love), mission (what we hope
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to contribute), vocation (the gifts we have to offer the world) and profession (how our passions and talents can become a
livelihood) converge, giving us a personal sense of meaning. This book helps you bring together all of these elements so that you
can enjoy a balanced life. Our ikigai is very similar to change: it is a constant that transforms depending on which phase of life we
are in. Our "reason for being" is not the same at 15 as it is at 70. Through three sections, this book helps you to accept and
embrace that—acting as a tool to revolutionize your future by helping you to understand the past, so you can enjoy your present.
Section 1—Journey Through the Future: Tokyo (a symbol of modernity and innovation) Section 2—Journey Through the Past: Kyoto
(an ancient capital moored in tradition) Section 3—Journey Through the Present: Ise (an ancient shrine that is destroyed and rebuilt
every twenty years) Japan has one of the longest life spans in the world, and the greatest number of centenarians—many of whom
cite their strong sense of ikigai as the basis for their happiness and longevity. Unlike many "self-care" practices, which require
setting aside time in an increasingly busy world, the ikigai method helps you find peace and fulfillment in your busy life.
Richly illustrated and exhaustively researched, Japanese Inns & Hot Springs is the definitive guide to Japanese spas and hot
springs known as ryokans. It presents the finest ryokans in Japan, from historic properties like Hiiragiya in Kyoto and Kikkaso in
Hakone to luxury retreats like Zaborin in Hokkaido and Tenku-no-Mori in Kyushu. In this Japan travel guide you will find: The 40
best Japanese ryokan and onsens for English-speaking visitors (including 13 in the Tokyo area and 11 in and around Kyoto and
Nara) A description of the special features of each ryokan and what is included in your stay Tips on how to choose the right ryokan
for you Practical advice on how to book a stay and a detailed etiquette guide Above all else this ryokan guide reveals the enduring
traditions of Japanese hospitality, a rich heritage reaching back a thousand years to the time when Japan's hot spring bathing
culture took root. The beautiful properties in this book also illustrate the unique design sensibility for which Japan is so justly
renowned. Indispensable tips on booking a Japanese ryokan that is right for you and reaching each property by train, bus and taxi
are provided along with a detailed etiquette guide to staying at a ryokan and bathing in an onsen, as well as descriptions of the
special features of each of the inns featured.
Featuring full-color photographs and illustrations throughout, this text is a comprehensive guide to Japanese culture. The richness of Japan's
history is renowned worldwide. The heritage of culture that its society has produced and passed on to future generations is one of Japan's
greatest accomplishments. In Introduction to Japanese Culture, you'll read an overview, through sixty-eight original and informative essays, of
Japan's most notable cultural achievements, including: Religion, Zen Buddhism, arranged marriages and Bushido Drama and Art—from
pottery, painting and calligraphy to haiku, kabuki and karate Cuisine—everything from rice to raw fish Home and Recreation, from board
games such as Go to origami, kimonos and Japanese gardens The Japan of today is a fully modern, Westernized society in nearly every
regard. Even so, the elements of an earlier age are clearly visible in the country's arts, festivals, and customs. This book focuses on the
essential constants that remain in present-day Japan and their counterparts in Western culture. Edited by Daniel Sosnoski, an American
writer who has lived in Japan since 1985, these well-researched articles, color photographs, and line illustrations provide a compact guide to
aspects of Japan that often puzzle the outside observer. Introduction to Japanese Culture is wonderfully informative, a needed primer on the
cultural make-up and behaviors of the Japanese. This book is certain to fascinate the student, tourist, or anyone who seeks to know and
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understand Japanese culture, Japanese etiquette, and the history of Japan.
Traveling to Japan has never been so much fun—visit the land of anime, manga, cosplay, hot springs and sushi! This graphic Japan travel
guide is the first of its kind exploring Japanese culture from a cartoonist's perspective. Cool Japan Guide takes you on a fun tour from the
high-energy urban streets of Tokyo to the peaceful Zen gardens and Shinto shrines of Kyoto and introduces you to: the exciting world of
Japanese food—from bento to sushi and everything in between. the otaku (geek) culture of Japan, including a manga market in Tokyo where
artists display and sell their original artwork. the complete Japanese shopping experience, from combini (not your run-of-the-mill convenience
stores!) to depato (department stores with everything). the world's biggest manga, anime and cosplay festivals. lots of other exciting places to
go and things to do—like zen gardens, traditional Japanese arts, and a ride on a Japanese bullet train. Whether you're ready to hop a plane
and travel to Japan tomorrow, or interested in Japanese culture, this fun and colorful travelogue by noted comic book artist and food blogger
Abby Denson, husband Matt, friend Yuuko, and sidekick, Kitty Sweet Tooth, will present Japan in a unique and fascinating way.
This book provides a practical set of guidelines for people wishing to communicate professionally in Japan, following the model of the similar
book by Kelm and Victor on Brazil. Good communication requires more than knowing the language. Haru Yamada, Orlando Kelm, and David
Victor, seasoned cross-cultural trainers for businesspeople, provide a guide through Victor's LESCANT model (Language, Environment,
Social Organization, Context, Authority, Nonverbal, and Time). Each chapter addresses one of these topics and demonstrates how to
evaluate the differences between Japan and North America, presenting examples to help people avoid common communication mistakes.
The book is generously peppered with photographs to provide visual examples. The authors complete the book with a case study chapter on
a business interaction between Japanese and North Americans (NA). They then gathered comments from various NA professionals working
in Japan and Japanese working with US professionals about the interactions in the case, providing helpful observations about the situation.
The book straddles some language and communication topics, international relations, and reaches into the business community, a strong
academic program at GU, presenting us with a new opportunity to reach a wider audience.
Created specifically for fans of Japanese "cool culture," A Geek in Japan is one of the most iconic, hip, and concise cultural guides available.
Reinvented for the internet age, it is packed with personal essays and hundreds of photographs and presents all the touchstones of traditional
and contemporary culture in an entirely new way. A Geek in Japan decodes the mysteries of the Japanese language, Japanese social values
and daily habits, business and technology, the arts, and symbols and practices that are peculiarly Japanese. This revised and expanded
edition contains many new pages of materials on all sorts of topics including Kyoto, Japanese architecture, and Japanese video games. It
also features a guide to author Hector Garcia's favorite Tokyo hangouts and tips on visiting many "secret" places around Japan. Highlighting
the originality and creativity of the Japanese, debunking myths, and answering nagging questions such as why the Japanese are so fond of
wearing face masks, Garcia has written an irreverent, insightful, and highly informative guide for the growing ranks of Japanophiles around
the world.
Farewell to faux pas! Minding your manners is an acquired skill, but what serves you well elsewhere could trip you up in Japan. Save yourself
possible embarrassment with Etiquette Guide to Japan. An inside look at Japanese social graces, it answers all the questions of the
thoughtful traveler. Extensive, specific information on Japanese business etiquette assists readers traveling to Japan for business. Although
often overshadowed by a modern facade, long-standing traditional aspects of Japan's culture still influence the country and almost everyone
in it. Concrete evidence of this traditional culture can be seen everywhere—in the ancient arts and crafts that are still essentiasl parts of
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everyday life, in the many shrines and temples that dot the nation, and in the recent comeback of traditional fashions such as kimono and
yakata robes. To many Western visitors, however, the most obvious example of this traditional culture's strength is the unique etiquette of the
Japanese. Like many nations, Japan has experienced vast political, social, and economic change over the past century. But enough of
Japan's traditional etiquette remains to set the Japanese apart socially and psychologically and to make success in socializing and doing
business with them a unique challenge for Westerners. About this new version: This updated and expanded edition of the best-selling
Japanese etiquette guide addresses not just the puzzling protocols relating to name cards, bowing or shaking hands, bathrooms and public
baths—but also what to do when entertaining Japanese dinner guests, attending a Japanese tea ceremony, taking the subway, and much
more! It also provides the latest etiquette in mobile phone manners, texting, social media and other forms of digital communication. The
glossary at the back of the book has been revised to include the latest technology-related words and expressions used by Japanese today.
Two new chapters address the changing role of foreigners in the workplace and the contemporary business style and etiquette used by the
younger generation of Japanese who are now increasingly cosmopolitan—but still very Japanese!
This book covers the main practical elements of doing business with the Japanese. It gives the reader sufficient background to understand
and associate with the Japan of the 1980s as well as support him with the know-how for searching out and grasping the rich opportunities
that lie ahead.
Japanese Culture: The Religious and Philosophical Foundations takes readers on a thoroughly researched and extremely readable journey
through Japan's cultural history. This much-anticipated sequel to Roger Davies's best-selling The Japanese Mind provides a comprehensive
overview of the religion and philosophy of Japan. This cultural history of Japan explains the diverse cultural traditions that underlie modern
Japan and offers readers deep insights into Japanese manners and etiquette. Davies begins with an investigation of the origins of the
Japanese, followed by an analysis of the most important approaches used by scholars to describe the essential elements of Japanese
culture. From there, each chapter focuses on one of the formative elements: Shintoism, Buddhism, Taoism, Zen, Confucianism, and Western
influences in the modern era. Each chapter is concluded with extensive endnotes along with thought-provoking discussion activities, making
this volume ideal for individual readers and for classroom instruction. Anyone interested in pursuing a deeper understanding of this complex
and fascinating nation will find Davies's work an invaluable resource.
"We all know bad manners when we see them," NPR and Vanity Fair contributor Henry Alford observes at the beginning of his new book. But
what, he asks, do good manners look like in our day and age? When someone answers their cell phone in the middle of dining with you, or
runs you off the sidewalk with their doublewide stroller, or you enter a post-apocalyptic public restroom, the long-revered wisdom of Emily
Post can seem downright prehistoric. Troubled by the absence of good manners in his day-to-day life-by the people who clip their toenails on
the subway or give three-letter replies to one's laboriously crafted missives-Alford embarks on a journey to find out how things might look if
people were on their best behavior a tad more often. He travels to Japan (the "Fort Knox Reserve" of good manners) to observe its culture of
collective politesse. He interviews etiquette experts both likely (Judith Martin, Tim Gunn) and unlikely (a former prisoner, an army sergeant).
He plays a game called Touch the Waiter. And he volunteers himself as a tour guide to foreigners visiting New York City in order to do groundlevel reconnaissance on cultural manners divides. Along the way (in typical Alford style) he also finds time to teach Miss Manners how to
steal a cab; designates the World's Most Annoying Bride; and tosses his own hat into the ring, volunteering as an online etiquette coach.
Ultimately, by tackling the etiquette questions specific to our age-such as Why shouldn't you ask a cab driver where's he's from?, Why is
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posting baby pictures on Facebook a fraught activity? and What's the problem with "No problem"?-Alford finds a wry and warm way into a
subject that has sometimes been seen as pedantic or elitist. And in this way, he looks past the standard "dos" and "don'ts" of good form to
present an illuminating, seriously entertaining book about grace and civility, and how we can simply treat each other better.
Overcrowding. Lengthy queues. Increasing animosity from locals. Loss of authenticity. Disappointment. As tourists, how can we improve
tourism for locals, their communities, their culture and the environment - as well as for ourselves?By taking steps to "be invisible," of
course!Unbeknownst to most tourists, there is a hidden power within them. This handbook examines the lesser-known problems with
overtourism, how they came to be and details practical solutions to help you unlock this power to use as a force for good.Packed with
everything you need to know to tailor your own invisibility cloak, you'll learn how to: Plan a stress-free trip every time & ways to reduce
disappointment; Enjoy popular destinations without contributing to overcrowding; Feel fulfilled by personal, authentic encounters with locals
whilst helping their businesses; Avoid pickpockets & scammers for a safe travel experience; Preserve local cultures & identities instead of
diluting them; Protect attractions of significant cultural heritage & the natural environment.Learn how to make the most of your next travel
experience by "blending in!"
Three popular destinations, from the series that makes the foreign familiar Now expanded, revised, and thoroughly up-to-date, the bestselling insider's guide (over 40,000 copies sold) continues to help business and holiday travelers navigate the serpentine currents of
Japanese life and culture. In addition to the wealth of social background for which the Simple Guides are justifiably famous (including
information on business dealings, eating in and out, visiting the Japanese home, greetings, shopping, and more), the book includes new
sections on space, silence, taboos, and attitudes toward foreigners. Also here are new "Facts about Japan", covering essential traveler's
information on climate, clothing, currency, key cities, and a great deal more.
A guide for business people traveling to Japan or taking a job with a Japanese company explains the rules of doing business in Japan, proper
Japenese etiquette, and how to adapt Western business attitudes to Eastern methods of doing business
Everything you need to know to win at the business game in Japan is explained in this no-nonsense guide. Learn how to penetrate a
company bureaucracy, how to read the subtle signals of 'belly talk, ' how to win the name-card game, and how to master the art of business
at night. Here are all the practical tips and insider's hints you need to come out on top in your dealings with the Japanese.
Beginning students in Japanese martial arts, such as karate, judo, aikido, iaido, kyudo, and kendo, learn that when they are in the dojo (the
practice space), they must don their practice garb with ritual precision, address their teacher and senior students in a specific way, and follow
certain unwritten but deeply held codes of behavior. But very soon they begin to wonder about the meaning behind the traditions, gear, and
relationships in the dojo. In this collection of lively, detailed essays, Dave Lowry, one of the most well-known and respected swordsmen in the
United States, illuminates the history and meaning behind the rituals, training costumes, objects, and relationships that have such profound
significance in Japanese martial arts, including • the dojo space itself • the teacher-student relationship • the act of bowing • what to
expect—and what will be expected of you—when you visit a dojo • the training weapons • the hakama (ceremonial skirt) and dogi (practice
uniform) • the Shinto shrine Authoritative, insightful, and packed with fascinating stories from his own experience, In the Dojo provides a
wealth of information that beginning students will pore over and advanced students will treasure.
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